There are some people who think the enemy has more power than humans. This is partly the reality.

When I asked Satan about a few years ago, if anything can be done about the enemy, since their power seems rather engulfing in this earth [and this involves the world at large, their hold on offices and so on], Satan’s reply was merely this in regards to Humans against the Enemy: "There would be no war if the enemy was simply superior".

Ie, true superiority on their behalf would mean the whole situation would have already been finished, and everything already annexed.

The war for the future happens because simply there are two sides and the enemy has no power to subdue everything completely. What about the Demons, have they survived the thousands year of onslaught and lies, or not? They have.

In simplified words, if the enemy had unanimous power, everything would have already manifested of theirs a long time ago. It has not, and this means humanity has staying and fighting power, at least for the time being and for so long people maintain this position.

Humanity is powerful, but unaware. The points to these are explained. One problem of humanity is the lack of access to the Tree of Knowledge [knowledge, science, power etc], and the other primary concern is our problem with the lack of access to the Tree of Life, ie, elongated lifespan or even the achievement of immortality.

Most people don’t want to accept how far back humanity is, primarily for emotional reasons. Humanity is rife with a lot of issues. These can be fixed, but it takes time.

These are the only things above however that are a real problem. If you read the texts of the enemy, they frequently write and talk about how "humans" have "upset" the edicts of "heaven". What kind of heaven is this that humans can readily affect edicts of it? The same goes for "God". They constantly repeat that anything that befalls humanity, is simply because of this: because we are a
potential threat and co-creators.

If humanity was as idiotic and worthless as the enemy claims it is, there would be no war. Indeed, nobody would be rallying now to inject microchips into people's brains, amass the data of humans, use humanity as cannon fodder, or create an elaborate worldwide conspiracy to hide the powers of the mind from the otherwise "Worthless" humans.

Now, humans without spiritual knowledge, are in a sense, a beast without eyes. It can only do that much and is bound heavily by this. Satan's knowledge restores these eyes [or, the all-seeing eye]. This is up to people themselves to apply knowledge they are given.

In regards to the enemy, many people tend to forget. No more than a century ago, the enemy was almost toppled, out of nowhere and suddenly, within the scope of about two decades. They had almost 100% control of the planet, monetary supply, positions of power, almost everything. Today, it is again the same concept. We are just more technologically advanced.

Now, the less people being aware of what makes humanity in any way important [and the reason that few people gravitate to these things, but more will come in the future] is simply domination by higher overlords that want humanity to be blind. They fear a dispute to their power.

Those who have "Ascended" between the worlds successfully, you would have seen, that greys occupy lesser and low levels of the astral, and human beings can definitely ascend above these. However, so long one is beneath these, and even while above, the Greys act as harassment for people who ascend higher, and will do whatever they possibly can, to stop someone from ascent and spiritual attainment. Beings that are widely called reptilians, reside higher than these.

Another way they love to make people insane with, is by basically forcing ascent. The alternative research places are filled with this, such as drug users and so on, all of which are given a false gateway to a false ascent, and nobody is there to stop them or tell them otherwise. Then they progressively go insane, while making others insane too.

Regardless, it all begs the question, why can humans reach these things, and exist in these places, since, according to these slavers, humanity is worthless? Because it was never made or intended to be that way.

These beings perceive us as a threat to their place of being. They consider
themselves the only "authority" in the universe, or at least, in our world and planet. Indeed, humanity will have a very difficult time to escape their control, and it can even seem "impossible", to those untrained. The governments of the world are shrieking in terror, not knowing what to do against them at all.

All these issues revolve around the fact that the followers of these ugly and nefarious beings, the jews, are coronated falsely as leaders of this planet. Therefore, it's only natural they always guide humanity in the wrong way, and like a stable holder, they maintain humanity in a deprecated state, that is easy to control.

Their ideal and "Messianic Times" is when humanity is just mined like a living resource by these aliens, in a global slavery system. Aliens have told them they will be in control of this, but nothing and certainly not them is going to be. They have another plan.

Satan, in another induced vision to me years ago, which was one of the most important for realization, showed me planets. Many of these were our own, and others were of the enemy. This involved only what is going here and closeby to our so-called "Galactic Neighborhood".

This does not involve many places such as distant stars and so on, but are closer to "us". The details aside, the Gods have a lot of tremendous power. Except for different planets, this is also multidimensional except of being present on many planets.

Human beings in general are pretty good at misusing their mental aspect and their mind, and this is no different but in spirituality also. As one advances spiritually, certain quite baffling spiritual experiences may come at someone.

This is where grounding, knowledge, and staying focused on one's life and actual information are required, in contrast to allowing everything to enter one's mind. One has to understand, that fairly simply, humans are not that trained in the general current state of things.

For the most part in regards to us humans, only emotional arrogance and nothing else. This does not sit well with other actually advanced species, even if they are friendly to us, or even some Demons. As one advances, they might have different glimpses of things, some or less more real, and influenced by many factors.

These are to be filtered carefully, and one has to stay grounded, and if one LARPS around like an ungrounded fool, they will primarily end up either
extremely deceived, or insane, or basically incompetent and so on.

One is a human right now for a reason. We are building onto something as time goes. And as time goes, reality and answers become clearer.

Contrary to the belief that humans are worthless, the Gods will show someone with time a better view of what it means to be human, through having a soul.

In regards to those where the enemy has taken over, I cannot really describe how worthless the planets are, they are solely working as a factory and nothing else - the beings or what has remained of them, could only be paralleled in something like the Machine World from the Matrix, mixed with a Dystopia like Black Mirror for whatever is living or part living in it.

There is only pollution, destruction, and decay, and in particular, any beings are mined as a resource in some really obscure ways that would scar any human being to see.

Now, our planet is undergoing a push by these two forces in opposing directions. Given the above filth has ruled for very long [and humans were shaped as mindless cattle to fit its ends] we have had extinctions of species, damnation of the environment, a lot of freaks in power that want to make humans slaves, a climate of unspirituality and tyranny prevailing in many places, and so on Gods try to push this in another way. Even those in power, have not the faintest clue what will happen to them and this place, if they comply with the demands of the enemy and their physical agents.

While I always avoid going into dualism, it is clear to anyone who has advanced in this path, that we are fighting something that might as well be called "artificial", "evil" and so on. The enemy, is no different than a computer program, in the form of their understanding.

They understand existence in binary terms. It is really difficult to even describe, but this is exactly why they enforce monotheism to planets that they occupy. They believe there needs to be only "one" power in the universe, and this is only their obsessive compulsion on the subject.

A form of advanced intelligence that always ends in binary thought, would think of the universe exactly in this way - this is why the enemy forces things such as this. There is also a very big evil behind this idea, and claiming that the universe exists only to serve the jews or whatever shit [total insanity and schizophrenia of the enemy], is exactly the reverse of all thoughts of Gentiles about the subject, which believed in other and higher ideas.
While one may think that we are dealing with aliens here and that they should be smarter, for anything this says about them, they are highly insecure, and do possess low understanding, despite of technological advancement which is where they excel compared to humanity. We are therefore bullied by them collectively.

They also excel spiritually, but this domain is where humans could actually win. It's because nobody is doing anything anymore that they are "excelling" against us.

The enemy's case is a very particular one, and not one that is that common. In a sense, they are a species that made a mistake on a part of their evolutionary process when it came to advanced artificial general intelligence.

The error margin is understood by present-day humanity also, and how this could easily go out of hand. Academics have pondered on how this binary super-intelligence can actually, no different than a virus escaping from a lab, turn into something like Skynet.

In their case, it did go out of hand.

Monotheism, assimilation, removing individual will and so on, are major things for this binary intelligence, and it appears to be its pattern of choice in fucking species up.

There is NO REASON in the universe why a species is to evolve in this manner, and not let's say, another manner. It's just that this bullying species is attempting to force humanity down this conjuncture for its own purposes. We could evolve much more in many other ways, without having to engage in none of this.

The binary understanding of this super-intelligent technology, did cause a situation no different than in many ways some "AI went bad" movies, and it also is attempting ways to keep itself expanding. By definition, that type of intelligence, cannot understand specific questions or have understanding of some things that living and advanced beings do consider common sense.

One such example would be something inherently infinite, such as the philosophical concept of the Akasha. It can only understand things in a binary manner, despite of the capacity of infinite calculating power compared to that of let's say birds or mankind.

Therefore, attempting to explain to this why it needs for example to stop
assimilating planets, would be impossible. The only solution left here would be
total war against such a thing, or limiting this within its own confinement.

Lastly, one must remember to cherish one's humanity and the gifts the Gods
have bestowed, and use them for their best benefit.
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